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Contention Resolution Algorithm for Common Subexpression Elimination in Digital Filter Design

Fei Xu, Chip-Hong Chang, Senior Member, IEEE, and Ching-Chuen Jong

Abstract—In this paper, a new algorithm, called contention resolution algorithm for weight-two subexpressions (CRA-2), based on an ingenious graph synthesis approach has been developed for the common subexpression elimination of the multiplication block of digital filter structures. CRA-2 provides a leeway to break away from the local minimum and the flexibility of varying optimization options through a new admissibility graph. It manages two-bit common subexpressions and aims at achieving the minimal logic depth as the primary goal. The performances of our proposed algorithm are analyzed and evaluated based on benchmarked finite-impulse-response filters and randomly generated data. It is demonstrated that CRA-2 achieves the shortest logic depth with significant reduction in the number of logic operators compared with other reported algorithms.

Index Terms—Common subexpression elimination (CSE), logic depth, multiple constants multiplication.

I. INTRODUCTION

The multiple constant multiplication (MCM) has been a core operation and often performance bottleneck in many digital signal processing applications. The efficiency in reducing the cost metric (power, hardware, and logic depth) of the MCM directly influences the performance of ASIC implementation. The notion of primitive operator has been introduced in [1] by applying the graph theoretic algorithm to systematically minimize the implementation cost of the multiplication block of the transposed direct-form finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter. Yet another popular optimization approach to MCM problem is common subexpression elimination (CSE) [3], [4], [6]–[9]. Different CSE algorithms lead to different realizations of the multiplier block. The objective functions and filter coefficient representations play important roles in the quality of solutions.

Due to the complexity of the MCM problem defined in [8], there is no exact algorithm that guarantees optimality of the solutions for all kinds of coefficients. Among the popular representations used for CSE problems, canonical signed digit (CSD) representations provide the minimum number of nonzero digits and unique formation. On average, CSD can reduce nonzero digits by 33% compared with the binary representation. For coefficients expressed in CSD form, optimal subexpression sharing algorithms based on the integer linear programming (ILP) model have been proposed [3], [9]. Both algorithms have high computational complexity as the optimal selection of common subexpressions is an NP-complete problem. Since the exact optimal solution is intractable, almost all existing algorithms are heuristic in nature, and the solutions generated are highly possibly suboptimal due to local minima. There is no feedback to allow efficient resubstitution of lower cost common subexpressions in case of conflicts of potential subexpression elimination caused by early decision in the execution process. In this paper, we proposed a new contention resolution algorithm for weight-two subexpression (CRA-2) featuring the ability to change the precedence of subexpressions to resolve the local minima problem. CRA-2 takes the CSD coefficients to reduce the implementation cost and maximize the performance (reduced logic depth), but it is also applicable to coefficients represented in other forms. Reducing the logic depth has the added advantage that shallow taps shorten the propagation paths of spurious switching activities through long chains of adders, contributing to lower power dissipation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notion of the admissibility graph. Our proposed CRA-2 is described in Section III, followed by the performance analysis and comparison of simulation results with distinguished algorithms in Section IV. Concluding remarks are made in Section V.

II. ADMISSIBILITY GRAPH

We use an admissibility graph \( G(V, E) \) to describe a set of filter coefficients. The following graph terminologies are useful in the construction of the admissibility graph. An edge \( e = (v_i, v_j) \) is a connection of two vertices \( v_i \) and \( v_j \), and \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are called the endpoints of the edge \( e \). A pair of edges incident with a common vertex is said to be adjacent. The degree of a vertex \( v \) denoted by \( \deg(v) \) is the number of edges incident with \( v \). The vertex set \( V \) is a collection of all the nonzero digits of the coefficients and the edge set \( E \) is a collection of all subexpressions of weight two within a coefficient. A subexpression is a signed digit string begins and ends with nonzero digits. Two subexpressions are said to be common if one can be obtained from another without incurring adder costs (i.e., only shifters and inverters are necessary).

An FIR filter can be modeled as a union of admissibility graphs, i.e., \( G(V, E) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{N} G_i(V, E_i) \), where \( N \) is the total number of coefficients and \( G_i(V, E_i) \) is an \( M \)-vertex admissibility graph for the \( i \)th coefficient with \( M \) nonzero digits in its CSD representation. Each vertex \( v \) is associated with a unique
positional index $\text{index}(v)$ determined by its position. Two types of vertices are defined: a signed vertex corresponds to the digit $1$ and an unsigned vertex corresponds to the digit $0$. An edge connecting two identical (opposite) sign vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ forms an even (odd) subexpression separated by distance $d = |\text{index}(v_i) - \text{index}(v_j)| - 1$ of zeros. All vertices in the admissibility graph are set free initially. A precedence edge $e_p = (v_i, v_j)$ is used to link two free vertices $v_i$ and $v_j \in V_k$ of the $k$th coefficient. Once a vertex is connected by a precedence edge, it becomes fixed. Two vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ are linked via a contention edge $e_c = (v_i, v_j)$ if at least one vertex $v_i$ or $v_j$ is fixed. A precedence edge is used to commit a subexpression into the optimal common subexpression list, and a contention edge is used to indicate a subexpression that is denied admission as an optimal common subexpression by another subexpression that has already been committed. In other words, each contention edge implies a conflict (contention) between two common subexpressions. Selection of one into the final common subexpression list will automatically nullify the admissibility of the other. Each edge $e$ is given an order of precedence $\text{ord}(e)$ according to the number of occurrences of its subexpression, with the lowest value of $\text{ord}(e)$ signifying the highest number of occurrences. Two edges are said to be equivalent if they have the same order. Equivalent edges are common subexpressions.

As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows a four-vertex admissibility graph for the coefficient $C_2 = 010010101000$ of Example 1 in the next section. The orders of the edges are obtained from the statistical analysis of the full set of coefficients, and the state of Fig. 1 occurs at the fourth stage of the contention resolution procedure. The unsigned and signed vertices are drawn as solid and hollow circles, respectively. The precedence and contention edges are drawn with solid and dashed lines, respectively. Each vertex is annotated with its positions within the coefficient, and each precedence edge is annotated with its order of precedence. This admissibility graph features one precedence edge $v_2v_3$, and two contention edges $v_2v_3$ and $v_3v_4$. Edges $v_2v_3$ represent the odd subexpression $101$ of order $1$. Vertices $v_2$ and $v_4$ are free vertices.

An admissibility graph is constructed by connecting vertices with precedence or contention edges. A contention occurs when the endpoints of a precedence edge are incident with contention edges that have a free endpoint. For example, in Fig. 1, the pattern graph represented by the path $v_2v_3v_4$ requires a contention resolution. The contention resolution decides if the pattern graph should remain unchanged or to promote both contention edges to precedence edges and downgrade the precedence edge to contention edge. Every precedence edge in the final solution graph is a partial sum, and precedence edges sustaining to the final stage of the solution graph provide all information required for the circuit implementation and logic complexity estimation.

III. CONTENTION RESOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR WEIGHT-TWO SUBEXPRESSIONS

Existing algorithms are based on a heuristic search technique or combined exhaustive search with steepest descent approach [1], [2], [4], [6]–[8] to select the common subexpressions for elimination. These algorithms suffer from a common problem that, once a subexpression is identified as the most profitable common subexpression, the decision cannot be reverted. The gross effect of interdependency of coefficients to the cost of implementation is not considered. In this section, we propose a new algorithm to overcome this problem with minimal logic depth based on the notion of an admissibility graph. We relax the rigidity of the search for common subexpressions by allowing the earlier chosen candidate subexpressions marked by the precedence edges to be substituted by the adjacent contention edges determined by a specific cost metric. The final solution is generated at the last stage when all the major contentions have been resolved. This provides the algorithm with the ability to correct choices made earlier to avoid local minimum.

The proposed CRA-2 searches for optimal common subexpressions of weight two. Let $L$ be the set of unique CSD coefficients that have more than one nonzero digit. A list of common subexpressions of weight two $S$ is generated from $L$ and sorted in descending order of frequency of occurrences. In computing the frequency, we do not differentiate the sign of the subexpressions, and identical overlapping subexpressions are counted only once. When there is a tie, the subexpressions are further sorted in ascending order of distance. A unique order number is assigned to each distinct subexpression and subexpressions of order $1$ have the highest precedence.

Once the order list $S$ is established, we can begin to construct the admissibility graph $G_i(V_i, E_i)$ for each coefficient $C_i$ from $L_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, |L|$. The pseudocode of the proposed CRA-2 is shown in Fig. 2. $E_P$ and $E_C$ are the lists storing the precedence and contention edges, respectively. The degrees of two endpoints of a precedence edge are used to check if a contention has occurred. Two main types of contentions, as shown in Fig. 3, are considered for resolution.

The first type of contentions that required resolution occurs when both endpoints of a precedence edge are adjacent to contention edges and the other endpoints of the adjacent contention edges have to be free. The second type is similarly defined except that only one endpoint of the precedence edge is adjacent to at least one contention edge. A cost metric $N\text{AS}$ is defined to determine if the status of the precedence edge and contention edges need to be swapped. $N\text{AS}$ can be interpreted as an anticipated minimal number of adders saved by swapping based on a localized model. For ease of exposition, the term adder is used to describe either an adder or a subtractor. Let $e_p = (v_2, v_3)$ be the precedence edge and $e_{c1} = (v_1, v_2)$ and $e_{c2} = (v_3, v_4)$ be the two contention edges of the first type (see Fig. 3). If $e_p$ is
At the end of the program, the precedence edges in $E_P$ form the partial sums. The cost of implementation in terms of the total number of adders used can be determined from $E_P$. For a fixed coefficient set, shifters can be hardwired directly, and the complexity and throughput are dictated by the number of adders used. The calculation can be divided into two parts:

1) Common subexpression implementation: each unique common subexpression of weight two requires an adder. Let $n(E_P)$ denote the number of distinct common subexpressions in $E_P$, then the cost of realizing the common subexpressions is $A_1 = n(E_P)$.

2) Coefficient implementation: nonzero digits that are not included in the final common subexpressions need to be summed with the partial sums to produce the final coefficient. This cost is equal to the number of precedence edges plus the number of free vertices. Let $|E_P|$ denote the number of precedence edges for the whole coefficient set, and $|E_{free}| = \sum_{v \in V \mid \deg(v) = 0} 1$ is the number of free vertices. The total number of adders required for this part is $A_2 = |E_P| + |E_{free}| - 1$. In this calculation, the adders in the final linear accumulator are included, while in some papers [1]–[4], [6]–[8] this accumulator cost is not considered because it is not part of the multiplier block.

This difference will be considered when comparing the results of different algorithms. The reason of its consideration here is because common subexpressions may be eliminated across multiple multiplier blocks to form a more efficient solution, but no redundancy can be explored from this accumulator cost. Thus, the total cost of adders is given by

$$N_a = A_1 + A_2 = n(E_P) + |E_P| + |E_{free}| - 1. \quad (1)$$

The logic depth is contributed by the coefficients with the greater number of common subexpressions and free vertices. Since the logic depth of a common subexpression of weight two is equal to one adder delay, the logic depth $D$ is given by

$$D = \max \left( \left\lceil \log_2 |V_1| \right\rceil, \max_{i=2}^{l} \left\lceil \log_2 |V_i| \right\rceil + 1 \right) \quad (2)$$

where $|V_i|$ is the number of vertices of the subgraph $G_i$ and $\lceil a \rceil$ is the smallest integer larger than $a$. Note that the logic depth calculation has included the delay of the accumulator.

Example 1: Consider the following set of filter coefficients: \(L = [1001001001001001000010, 10010100, 10000010] \). The common subexpressions $101$ and $10000010$ occur three times, 101, 1001, 10001, and 10000010 occurs twice, and they are assigned $order = 1, 2, \ldots, 6$ successively. Fig. 4 shows the labeling of all order-1 subexpressions $101(\{101\})$ on the admissibility graph. An arc is used to cover all vertices of a subgraph of a single coefficient. $E_P = \{v_{12}v_{13}, v_{14}v_{15}, v_{22}v_{23}\}$, and $E_C = \{v_{13}v_{14}\}$. The contention edge $v_{13}v_{14}$ bridging the two precedence edges does not fulfill the contention resolution criterion since both its endpoints are fixed.

We proceed with the labeling of higher order subexpressions progressively. There is a contention between $v_{22}v_{23}$ and $v_{31}v_{13}$ for order-2 subexpressions, but no change is made since $NAS = 0$. Similar contention patterns with no resolution made
are also observed in the coefficients $C_2$ and $C_3$ for order-3 subexpressions.

Two interesting contentions occurred in order-4 subexpressions shown in Fig. 5. One occurs between the precedence edge $v_{22}v_{23}$ and contention edges $v_{21}v_{22}$ and $v_{22}v_{24}$ in $C_2$ and another between the precedence edge $v_{32}v_{34}$ and contention edges $v_{31}v_{32}$ and $v_{33}v_{34}$ in $C_3$. To these ends, $E_P = \{v_{12}v_{13}, v_{14}v_{15}, v_{22}v_{23}, v_{32}v_{34}\}$ and $E_C = \{v_{11}v_{13}, v_{12}v_{15}, v_{13}v_{14}, v_{21}v_{22}, v_{23}v_{24}, v_{31}v_{32}, v_{33}v_{34}\}$. Thus, $N_{AS}(v_{22}v_{23}) = N_{AS}(v_{32}v_{34}) = 1$. Since there is no equivalent edge in $E_P$ with orders 3 and 4, $N_{AS}(v_{22}v_{23})$ and $N_{AS}(v_{32}v_{34})$ remain as 1. As there exists equivalent precedence edge of order 1 in $E_P$, $N_{AS}(v_{22}v_{23})$ remains unchanged. Since there is no equivalent edge of order 2 in $E_P$ to $v_{22}v_{23}$, an adder is needed to realize $v_{22}v_{23}$ to $v_{32}v_{34}$, and the cost of constructing the nonexisting precedence edges of orders 3 and 4 is two. Therefore, if the contentions are considered independently, $N_{AS}(v_{22}v_{23}) < 2$ and $N_{AS}(v_{32}v_{34}) = 2$, no swapping will be carried out. However, as the aggregate $N_{AS} = N_{AS}(v_{22}v_{23}) + N_{AS}(v_{32}v_{34}) = 3 > 2$, one adder can be saved by simultaneously exchanging the precedence edges $v_{22}v_{23}$ and $v_{32}v_{34}$ with their respective adjacent contention edges. The result is $E_P = \{v_{12}v_{13}, v_{14}v_{15}, v_{22}v_{23}, v_{32}v_{34}\}$ and $E_C = \{v_{11}v_{13}, v_{12}v_{15}, v_{13}v_{14}, v_{21}v_{22}, v_{31}v_{32}, v_{33}v_{34}\}$, as shown in Fig. 6.

The final list of partial sums is given by the precedence edges of $E_P$. The contention edges are removed from the graph. The number of adders $N_a$ required to implement the coefficient set $L$ can be calculated from (1). There are three distinct common subexpressions of orders 1, 3, and 4, so $n(E_P) = 3$. $E_{P_P} + E_{P_C}$

$$E_{P_{free}} = 7.$$ Thus, $N_a = 3 + 7 - 1 = 9$. From (2), the logic depth $D = 3$.

It is intuitive to map the admissibility graph solution to the hardware architecture. The steps involved are as follows.

Step 1) Generate the weight two common subexpressions corresponding to the distinct precedence edges. One adder is needed to generate the partial sum for each order.

Step 2) Free vertices are summed with the generated partial sums to complete the multiplier block. The adder
Fig. 10. Comparison of average adder cost and computation time of CSD, NRSCSE, Pasko, and CRA-2 algorithms.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two methods are used to evaluate the performances of CRA-2. First, several benchmark filters commonly used for performance evaluation are simulated. The qualities of the generated solutions, in terms of the number of logic operators (LOs) and logic depth (LD), are compared with the reported results in the literature. Second, a more rigorous experimentation is also performed using randomly generated coefficient sets composed of different numbers of taps \( N \) and coefficient lengths \( I \). The direct CSD implementation, Pasko [6], and nonrecursive signed CSE (NRSCSE) [7] algorithms are prototyped and run on the same machine to show the efficiency of our CRA-2 algorithm.

The simulation results of the benchmark filters for the comparison of various algorithms are shown in Table I. FIR4–FIR6 are symmetrical filters and the values of \( N \) refer to the total number of taps. BHM and Hartley refer to the Modified Bull and Horrock [1] and Hartley [4] algorithms, respectively. For those algorithms that are not implemented, their results are taken from [7] directly. For consistency, the number of LOs presented in Table I has included the accumulator associated with each filter tap.

From Table I, our proposed CRA-2 always achieves the same lowest logic depth as NRSCSE and Hartley, but CRA-2 outperforms NRSCSE and Hartley in the number of logic operators. When the number of filter taps and the word lengths increase, the number of logic operators saved by CRA-2 over NRSCSE becomes significant. All other algorithms have higher logic depth. The number of logic operators of CRA-2 is also comparable to that of the Pasko algorithm, which is an algorithm that seeks for optimal common subexpressions of all weights. Being a heuristic algorithm, CRA-2 generates results which are asymptotically close to the minimal achievable logic complexity modeled and solved by ILP algorithms [9] for coefficients represented in CSD form. For the three examples given in [3], CRA-2 gives exactly the same number of logic operators as [9] as both optimization algorithms use only weight-2 common subexpressions. In short, CRA-2 promises good overall performance in view of minimal logic depth for solutions with commensurate optimality of logic complexity.

For more general comparisons, the performances of CRA-2, NRSCSE, and Pasko algorithms are tested on randomly generated data. Every data used in this test are taken from 50 sets of randomly generated coefficients. First, CRA-2 and NRSCSE are compared under different word lengths and different numbers of taps, as shown in Fig. 9. NRSCSE is one of the latest algorithms based on CSD representation and produces excellent solutions with special emphasis on minimizing the logic depth. It is evident from the results of Fig. 9 that CRA-2 performs well in terms of logic complexity. In general, CRA-2 saves 1%–3% more logic operators than NRSCSE does. As the size of the coefficient set increases, the predominance of CRA-2 over NRSCSE becomes discernible.

The average adder costs for filters with different number of taps at a fixed word length are simulated and average adder cost and computation time are charted in Fig. 10. The MATLAB programs are run on a Pentium IV 1.9-GHz personal computer with 256 MB of system memory. The word lengths of the coefficients are fixed at 11. It is obvious that CRA-2 work well at the common word length. The least logic depth CRA-2 has adder cost comparable to Pasko algorithm while it consumes the least CPU time in all the test cases.

V. CONCLUSION

A new contention resolution algorithm has been proposed to circumvent the local minimum problem encountered by the existing CSE algorithms. A novel admissibility graph is employed as an efficient data structure for the proposed CRA-2.
The benefit of the algorithm is derived from their ability to appraise and substitute the chosen subexpressions when better alternatives emerge. Reduction in the number of logic operators is used directly as the criterion of the appraisal. Logic depth is also considered in devising the algorithms. The results are promising. The proposed algorithm CRA-2 yields the shortest logic depth architecture with a substantially minimized number of logic operators.
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